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CHAPTER I
The Problem and Belated Findings
The problem of determining interest and attitudes toward the expres-
sionable phases of the language arts is based upon the theory that in order
to stimulate activity in composition, one must begin with those forms of
expression which are most generally used and enjoyed. Of this Durrelki/
states that "the need for motivation of the language-arts program and the
specific motivation needs of individual pupils within a class must be a
matter of first concern to the teacher in building a language-arts program,
"
Smith?/ writes as follows: "Lack of interest in English is a large cause of
failure, among boys especially ...It may be that topics about which
he is asked to write and speak are artificial."
Interest varies in relation to the individual, his background, apti-
tudes, and experiences. It is only when we have endeavored to stimulate
the ideas and desires of each particular personality can we hope to have a
wholehearted participation in a learning activity. Lyman^/ writes that
"pupils who have no interest in the writing of descriptions and other artis-
tic forms find such work extremely distasteful, not because they have noth-
ing to say but because they are more logically minded than artistically
1/ Durrell, Donald D., "Caring for Individual and Group Weeds," The Forty -
Third Yearbook
,
Part II
,
(Teaching Language in the Elementary School"),
Chicago: Department of Education, University of Chicago, Illinois,
1944. pp 103.
2/ Smith, Dora V. , "Diagnosis of Difficulties in English," Thirty-Fourth
Yearbook of the national Society for the Study of Education
,
Blooming-
ton, Illinois: Public (School’ Publishing Company, 1935. pp 229-267.
3/ Lyman, R. L., "The Enrichment of the English Curriculum," Supplemen-
tary Educational Monographs
,
University of Chicago, 1932. pp 70.
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minded." Bobbitt^/ says that "it is normal for a person in his letters to
friends to relate personal incidents and travel experiences. It is not
normal for him to recount these matters to nobody in particular merely as
school exercises in English composition to be criticized, rated, rewritten
and then discarded."
Defining and using interests for the purpose of attaining progress a-
long the lines of desired pupil growth seems an intelligent method both in
theory and practice. Dewey^/ has ma.de the statement: "When a child feels
that his vfork is a task, it is only under compulsion that he gives himself
to it." Another statement by Dewey^/ is as follows: "^n behalf of interest
it is claimed that it is the sole guarantee of attention; if we can secure
interest in a given set of facts or ideas, we may be perfectly sure that
the pupil will direct his energies toward mastering them." Durrellii/ has
written: "All pupils in a fifth grade have had experience in oral and writ-
ten language and have acquired differing attitudes toward speaking and writ-
ing. If the class as a whole dislikes any particular writing task, if there
is a general aversion to the writing of poetry, if only a few people enjoy
the presenting of oral reports, if correct speech is ridiculed, and if there
is no interest in improvement of speech habits, it is futile to plan a
language program which does not take these attitudes into account."
Problem.- The problem of this study was to determine the extent and
variation of written composition interests and preference for written cornpo-
-2-
Tf Bobbitt, Franklin, The Curriculum of Modern Education, Hew York: McGraw-
Hill Book Company, Inc., 1941. pp 199.
2/ Dewey, John, Interest and Effort in Education, The Fiverside Press, Cam-
bridge : Houghton Mifflin Company, 1913. pp 2.
Zj Ibid, pp 1.
4/ Durrell, Donald D. Op. Cit. pp 103.
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sition assignments among ninth grade students. Although there have been
many investigations carried on during the past years to determine interests
in many areas, including the field of reading, few studies have been made
as to the composition interests and the types of assignments which are pre-
ferred by secondary school students.
What in general are the composition interests of ninth grade pupils,
and do such interests differ in general or selective ways from reading in-
terests? What are the sex differences, if any, in preferences for written
composition topics and assignments? These questions are those which the
v/riter shall attempt to answer from the results of such a study.
Related Findings .- The need for more extensive study into the field
of composition preferences and interests, both written and oral, is apparent
not only through casual observation of the written and oral work done by
school children but by also noting their attitudes and interests toward such
composition exercises as are normally assigned in classrooms. A study by
is summarized and listed in order, from best to least liked, as follows:
in order to construct something, (4) reading in order to plan entertain-
writing activities. If such preferences are a rule rather than an excep-
tion among school children it is clearly seen that determination of inter-
ests in talking and writing should be one of the major considerations of
y Lyons, Catherine L. , "Evaluation of the Relative Appeal of Reading As-
signments," Unpublished Master 1 s Thesis, Boston University, 1943. pp
of children* s preferences for varying types of reading assignments.
(l) reading before making a trip, (2) reading just to find out, (3) reading
ments, (5) reading as a basis for talking, and (6) reading as a basis for
45
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of all teachers of English. Stewart^/ found also in the middle grades that
in preparation of daily assignments, drawing, constructing, use of multiple
tests, group participation, and self-direction were preferred over reading,
writing and talking.
There have been many studies carried on in the field of reading inter-
ests, over the past years, dealing with the various phases of children's
reading interests at different grade levels. Some of these studies are
given.
Jordon' .
y
study found through investigations into libraries, that
boys from ten years and six months to thirteen years and six months were
interested in war and scouting, school and sports, and adventure in the out-
of-doors; in the same study he asserted that the interests of boys and girls
are very dissimilar. The sex difference was noted by Washburne and Vogel^
in data obtained from 36,750 children.
Thorndike^/ contends that "sex is conspicuously more important than age
or intelligence as a determiner of reported interest pattern, at least with-
in the ragge of age and ability here studied."
According to Terrnan and Lima^/ action seems to be the leading interest
quality for boys of junior high school age.
NorrisS^ says that "the interests of boys and girls become rather de-
fined at an early age in matters of reading."
V Stewart, Dorothy H*, "Children's Preferences in Types of Assignments,"
Unpublished Master's Thesis, Boston University, 1945. pp 76.
2/ Jordon, A. M. , Children's Interests in Reading , Chapel Hill, North Caro-
lina: University of North Carolina Press, 1926. pp 48-51.
2/ Washburne, C., and Vogel, M. , What Children Like to Read, New York: Rand
McNally and Company, American Librarv Association, 1926. pp 43.
u Terrnan, L. , and Lima, M. , Children's Reading, New York: D. Appleton and
Company, 1926. pp 38.
4! Thorndike, Robert, Children's Reading Interests , New York: Bureau of
Publications, Teachers College, Columbia University, 1941. pp 36.
6/ Norris, R., A Comparative Study in Children's Magazine Interests , Ele-
mentary English Review, 5:241, October 1928.
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Zellari/ states that all reading lists for junior high school boys and
girls should include boys and girls books and that only two factors, action
and humor, of the reading factors exert an influence upon boys 1 and girls’
preferences. The books for boys should contain large amounts of action and
humor. The books for girls should contain large amounts of funny incident.
In this study the reading interests of 2052 girls and 1995 boys were measur-
ed.
In his study of the newspaper reading interests of high school and
college students, Fendrick^/ found that high school girls do not appear to
be particularly concerned with news covering politics and government: and
he also observed a sex difference.
Mitchell^/ found in a study of intermediate grade children that recre-
ation and hobbies, familiar experiences, outdoor sports and activities,
and current events were the leading interests in reading.
Through the use of free compositions, Learyi/ experimenting with 456
children of the intermediate grades, whose ages ranged from eight years
and three months to thirteen years and three months, obtained the following
classification of interests: personal experiences, including play; lessons
outside of school, camping, and creative expression; hobbies and clubs;
pets; nature; religious affiliations; reading of fiction and non-fiction;
sports, both individual and group; science; radio; current events; travel;
school activities; and a miscellaneous group of scattering interests.
y Zellar, Dale, The Relative Importance of Factors of Interest in Read-
ing Materials
,
New "York:' Teachers' College", Columbia’ University, Con-
tributions to Education, No. 841, Bureau of Publications, 1941. pp
2/ Fendrick, Paul, ’Newspaper Reading interests of High School and College
Students," Journal of Educational Research
,
34:522-530, March 1941.
3/ Mitchell, S. E. ^’Construction and Evaluation of a Measure of Reading
Preference," Unpublished Master’s Thesis, Boston University, 1946. pp350
4/ Leary, Genevieve M. , "Free Compositions as an Aid to the Teacher in
Child Guidance," Journal of Experimental Education, September 1936. pp
26-29.
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Few studies have been made in the field of composition preferences
and interests. Several oftthese are given,
Nicholsoni/ using two types of composition assignments in the senior
high school definitely showed that the situation assignment is more moti-
vating for the number of words, ideas, paragraphs and clauses than the
topic assignment.
Junior and senior high school written composition interests were found
by Coleman^/ to be travel, adventures, outdoor activities, literature,
humorous anecdotes, ethics, animals, and pupil improvement; dislikes of
these same students were sentiment, health, social problems, civics, science,
proverbs, arts, winning prizes, and machines.
The findings of McDonald^/ as to the composition preferences of 250
junior high school students were that the assignments were preferred in this
order: (l) letter, (2) outline, (3) paragraph, (4) play, (5) report, and
(6) article. There was no statistical significance in the students* pre-
ferences, or statistical differences between boys and girls. Topics deal-
ing with personal experience and personal interest rated highest. Friend-
ly letters were preferred over other kinds of letters.
Summary,- From the few studies which have been selected as a sampling
for the literature of the problem, the following conclusions seem justified:
l/ Nicholson, G. H., ’’Experimental Evaluation of the Results Obtained by
Two Types of Composition Assignments,” Unpublished Master*s Thesis,
Boston University, 1939, pp 37-38,
2/ Coleman, J. H, , Written Composition Interests of Junior and Senior High
School Pupils, New York: Teachers College, Columbia University, Con-
tributions to Education, No. 494, Bureau of Publications. 1931,
3/ McDonald, Catherine B. J. , ’’Student Preferences in Written Composition
Assignments in the Seventh, Eighth, and Ninth Grades,” Unpublished
^Master’s Thesis, Boston University, 1945. pp 33-34.
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(l) that the majority of pupils in the middle and intermediate grades prefer
activities other than oral and written composition, and that this may well
be true of junior high school students; and (2) that generally, composition
interests and reading interests are much the same.
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PLAIT OF INVESTIGATION
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CHAPTER II
Plan of Investigation
In order that the problem of composition interests and assignments
might be investigated adequately, it -was necessary to develop a question-
aire survey instrument for the purpose of collecting data, A method for
determining the extent and variation of written composition interests was
devised first. A method of collecting data concerning assignment prefer-
ences was then developed.
To collect data pertaining to interest in written composition topics.
Part I, Extent and Variety of Interests
,
of the survey questionaire was
constructed. This part of the survey was composed of 200 items. The items
covered ten areas of interests, as determined from a general surveillance of
the known interests of children and from the research as done on children 1 s
interests through reading and general surveys. The ten areas as included
in Part I of the survey were as follows: sports and games; hobbies; science
and invention; home activities; personal experiences; adventures and travel;
student improvement; animals; and people and customs.
Part II, Interest in Written Assignments
,
of the survey was construct-
ed for two (2) purposes: (l) to show preferences for the following six
assignments - letter, report, outline, article, original composition, and
explanation, and (2) to show preferences for the following types of as-
signments - friendly letter, social letter, and business letter; book re-
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port, magazine or article report, and committee report; story, poem and
play^l/
The written composition assignments were chosen after checking and tabu-
lating the assignments as found in various English textbooks and several
courses of study. This method of choosing assignments was necessary in the
light of presenting only those assignments with which a large majority of
the members of any junior high school group might be familiar.
Types of specific assignments were chosen after tabulating the most
commonly assigned types of letters, reports and original compositions.
In the construction of Part II, Interest in Written Assignments, of the
survey, it was necessary to take into consideration the specific interests
of children. Eight areas of interests were chosen after careful consider-
ation of the studies of Coleman,^/ Leary, and McDonald,y the two former
studies done in the field of written composition interests and the latter
done in the field of assignment interests. Eight areas were used so that
every child might have at least one area from which to choose specific as-
signments, and to eliminate as much as possible the checking of assignments
because of preference to topic or phrasing rather than the basic assignment
itself. The following areas were used: Section A - popularity; Section B -
hobbies; Section C - careers or life work; Section D - camps and camping
out; Section E - science; Section F - pets; Section G - sports and games;
Section H - travel,y
jfJ Story, poem or play refers to the written assignment - original compo-
sition,
2/ Coleman, J. H, Op, Cit,
3/ Leary, Genevieve M, Op, Cit,
4/ McDonald, Catherine B, J, Op, Cit,
5/ Refers to Part II in its entirety, (see appendix)
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The areas of interests in Part II were chosen also upon the assumption
that preferences would he affected by sex differences. Therefore, the areas
of interest included in this part of the survey vrere chosen after consider-
ation of such differences in interests, so that at least four of the areas
would appeal to the girls, and at least four appeal to the boys.
Limitations
Only 86 boys and 69 girls checked the Composition Interest Survey,V
making a total of 155 pupils. The interest survey was given to a small part
of the IX grade of a metropolitan high school, and there was no effort made
to determine or select the sampling. There was no differentiation made be-
tween children of high or low mentality. Many of the children came from
families in the lower socio-economic groups, with many of these same child-
ren coming from homes in which a foreign language was spoken. The ages of
the pupils in the sampling used ranged from fifteen (15) to eighteen ( 18
)
years.
Methods of Administering
The survey was administered by the same teacher to all of the pupils,
with the writer and the teacher going over the directions for administering
earefully before the survey was given. There was no reference to time lim-
it, although forty-five minutes was set up arbitrarily as the time necessary
for the completion of the survey by all taking it. This time was found to
be sufficient.
1/ Refers to the Composition Interest Survey as found in the appendix,
as given to the IX grade, Portland High School, Portland, Maine.
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CHAPTER III
Interpretation of Results
The interpretation of results will be presented in the following ord-
er:
Table I
Table II -
Table III -
Table IIIA -
Table IV -
Chart I
Chart II
Chart III -
Chart IV -
Chart V
Chart VI -
Chart VII -
Chart VIII -
Chart IX -
Chart X
Chart XI
Boys* preferences as to items*
Girls 1 preferences as to items.
Critical ratio as found between assignments, in reference
to total percentage.
Critical ratio as found between the most and least pre-
ferred assignment, in reference to total percentage.
Critical ratio as found between assignments, in reference
to boys’ and girls’ percentages of preference.
* * * *
Boys’ and girls’ preferences for assignments over sec-
tions of Part II of the survey.
Section A (popularity).
Section B (hobbies).
Section C (careers and life work).
Section D (camps and camping out).
Section E (science).
Section P (pets).
Section G (sports and games).
Section H (travel).
Boys* and girls’ preferences for types of letters.
Boys* and girls* preferences for types of reports.
Boys* and girls* preferences for types of original compo-
sitions.
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Table I
Table I shows the preference for items as indicated by the 86 boys of
the group, with the number of times each item was selected and the percen-
tage of the group who indicated a desire to write about the item* All of
the 200 items are listed in order from largest to lowest percentage of
choice*
The data in this table may be better understood by the reader in a per-
usal of the list of items and their percentages of preference.
Item Ho. of
item
No. of
times checked
Ho. of
pupils
Percent
age
Sports 11 76 86 38.37
Baseball 116 74 t! 86.05
Tfinter sports 99 71 tt 82.56
Health
Camps and camp-
157 70 tt 81.40
ing out
Honor and fair
79 n » tt
play 5 69 m 80.23
Swimming 77 II tt tt
Boats 90 tt n tt
Travel 44 68 tt 79.07
Friendship 134 tt it it
Radio programs 195 tt tt Tt
Automobiles 1 37 n 77.91
Friends 46 tt Tt tt
Adventures 35 66 Tt 76.74
Out-of-doors 125 tt » tt
Radio 184 tt tt tt
Pleasures 63 65 tt 75.58
%stery 185 it tt tt
Life saving 61 64 tt 74.42
Movies 148 63 It 73.26
Discoveries 187 tt tt II
Airplanes 25 62 tt 72.09
Dogs 191 tt tt II
Basketball 131 tt tt tt
Flying 109 61 tt 70.93
Success 56 59 tt 68.60
Money 194 tt tt tt
'i
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Tools and
Mechanics 120 58 86 67.44
Food 145 tt tt tt
Guns 147 n tt t!
Liberty 182 n tt tt
k Recreation 43 57
tt 66.28
f Boxing 78 tt tt tt
Country life 128 56 tt 65.12
Secret Service 151 n tt tt
Horse races 172 tt tt tt
Meals 197 tt n tt
People 96 55 tt 63.95
Wood 164 tt tt tt
Hobbies 193 tt tt n
Railroads 196 tt n tt
Churches 155 tt tt n
Forests 16 54 tt 62.79
Neighbors 73 tt tt tt
Vehicles 98 tt tt tt
Growing up 122 tt tt tt
Wood working 153 tt n ft
Clothes 188 tt tt tt
Transportation 22 53 n 61.63
Religion 29 tt tt tt
Manners 30 tt tt tt
Locomotives 51 ti tt tt
News 84 tt tt tt
Oceans 107 tt tt tt
Pursuit planes
Personal experi-
171 tt tt tt
ences 20 52 tl 60.47
Scientific wonders
Careers and life
64 tt tt tt
work 91 tt tt tt
Jeeps 93 tt tt tt
Nature
Ranches and ranch
95 tt tt tt
life 21 51 tt 59.30
Famous men 24 tt n tt
Skiing 139 tt tt tt
Pilots 161 tt tt tt
Submarines 45 50 tt 58.14
Tricks and stunts 65 tl tt tt
Surprises 66 tt tt tt
Self-improvement 86 tt tt tt
Souvenoirs 114 n ti tt
\
Expeditions
Places seen or
119 n tt tt
heard about 150 II tt tt
Tanks
Yachts and yacht-
173 n ti n
ing 186 tt tt tt
Farming 189 49 tt 56,98
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Frontier life 189 49 86 56.98
Coins 57 !? tt n
Science 97 tt tt tt
Signals 174 tt tt tt
Islands 50 48 tt 55.81
Birthdays 101 n II «
Parachutes 149 tt tt it
Leadership 158 tt 1? tt
Music 183 tl tt tt
Brass "bands 163 tt tt tt
Voyages 87 tt tt tt
Circus 14 46 tt 53.49
Picnios 42 tt tt it
Seasons 54 tt tt it
Body and its care 68 tt n tt
Canoes 69 tt tt «
Gold 117 tt tt tt
Mail 136 tt it it
Electricity 142 tt tt tt
Personality
Dances and danc-
169 n tt It
ing 179 tt II tt
Fairs 180 tt tt tt
Model making 80 45 tt 52.33
Jungles 82 tt 11 tt
Collecting things 89 tt !l tt
Pioneering 144 tt n tt
Buried treasure 55 44 tt 51.16
Heading
Scouts and scout-
67 tt tt tt
ing 127 tt tt tt
Museums 159 n tt tt
Current events 177 n n tt
History 199 n n tt
Teachers 200 tt tt tt
Dance bands 154 43 tt 50.00
Parades 160 tt tt tt
Popularity 181 tt tt Tt
Living with others 94 tt tt n
Parks 8 42 tt 48.84
Industry 39 tt tt tt
Scenic wonders 75 tt tt tt
Carving 102 tt tt II
Fights 133 tt It tt
Movie stars 168 tt tt tt
Traps and trapping 33
Scientific advance-
41 tt 47.67
ment 138 n tl tt
Fish 167 tt It tt
Weather 141 tt tt tt
Photography 31 40 it 46.51
Libraries 40 tt n tt
School marks 41 tt tt tt
..
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Atomic energy 58 40 86 46.51
Painting 137 tt tt n
Manufactoring 170 it tt tt
Army 13 39 tt 45.35
Lighthouses 72 n tt tt
Magic 106 38 tt 44.19
Factories 156 n tt tt
Jewels 71 37 tt 43.02
Pirates 74 tt tt tt
School subjects 10 36 tt 41.86
Miracles 19 tt n tt
Natural history 52 n tt tt
Ducks 59 it tt n
Presidents 108 tt tt tt
Knivds 135 n tt tt
Sketching 110 35 it 40.70
Playground ac-
tivities 126 tt tt tt
Books 143 ii tt tt
Art 146 tt tt ft
Kittens 121 34 it 39.53
Fiction 192 n tt n
Iron and steel 60 33 ti 38.37
Youth* s problems 12 31
tt 36.05
Natural resourses 62 it tt ft
Plains 85 tt tt It
Wishes 112 tt tt tt
Golf 113 tf tt tt
Monkeys 7 30 tt 34.88
Romance 9 tt n tt
Dreams 48 tt it tt
Cooking 100 it tt TT
Cowboys 37 29 tt 33.72
Volcanoes 76 tt tt tt
Excursions 103 it tt tt
Magnets 123 tt tt tt
Climate 2 28 tt 32.56
Indians 17 n tt tt
Drama 27 tt tt it
Eskimos 92 tt tt tt
Study habits 34 27 tt 31.40
Elephants 81 tt n it
Stamps 176 ii tt tt
Ideals 28 it n n
Cows 49 26 ti 30.23
Government 115 n it tf
City life 140 tt tt tt
Knights 124 25 tt 29.07
Elevators 70 24 tt 27.91
Civics 152 tt ti ti
Literature 83 23 tt 26.74
Village life 111 it tt tt
Crimes 132 tt Tt tt
. _
.
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Heredity 190
Anecdotes 47
Ancestry 36
Fires 4
Stone age 23
Kites 105
Winds 88
Diaries 3
Folk lore 6
War 129
Proverbs 130
Weaving 175
Coal 26
Dinosaurs 178
Strikes 198
Superstitions 18
Carelessness 166
Politics 53
Cheating 118
Dishes 38
Dolls 15
Sewing ~162
23 86
22 it
1! it
21 ti
20 it
it it
19 it
18 n
17 n
it n
it ti
ti tt
16 it
ti tt
14 ti
12 it
10 tt
9 it
7 it
6 tt
5 it
5 tt
26.74
25.58
tt
24.42
23.26
»t
22.09
20.93
19.77
ti
n
it
18.60
it
16.28
13.97
11.63
10.47
8.14
6.98
5.81
it

Table II
Table II shows the preference for items as indicated by the 69 girls of
the group, with the number of times each item was selected and the percen-
tage of the group who indicated a desire to ivrite about the item. All of
the 200 items are listed in order from largest to lowest percentage of
choice.
The data in this table may be better understood by the reader in a per-
usal of the list of items and their percentages of preference.
Item No. of
item
No. of
times checked
No. of
pupils
Percent-
age
Success 56 61 69 88.41
Pleasures 63 tt tt ti
Friendship 134 tl it tt
Friends 46 59 it 85.51
Surprises 66 58 tt 84.41
Radio programs 195 n tt tt
Music 183 57 tt 82.61
Radio 184 It tt n
Personality 169 It tt n
Mystery 185 56 tt 81.16
Out-of-doors 125 tt tt It
People 96 II tt it
Sports ll 55 tt 79.71
Circus 14 n tt it
Swimming 77 it tt it
Movies 148 It ti tt
Movie stars 168 II tt n
Picnics 42 54 ti 78.26
Travel 44 II tt tt
Birthdays 101 n ti ii
Dance bands 154 it tt tt
Health 157 It ii tt
Dances and dann
ing 179 tt tt tt
Clothes 188 53 n 76.81
Food 145 tt tt tt
Winter sports 99 tt ti ti
Cooking 100 tt it tt
Radio personal-
ities 32 tt tt it
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Honor and fair
play 5 52 69 75,36
Neighbors 73 n tt ti
Growing up 122 fl tt tt
Mail 136 If tt tt
Places seen or
heard about 150 51 « 73.91
Skiing 139 tt tt ti
Adventure 35 tt tt n
Recreation 43 50 tt 72.46
Self-improvement 86 n tt tt
Meals 197 tt n tt
Manners 30 49 tt 71.01
Money 194 tt tt tt
Drama 27 48 tt 69.57
Body and its care 68 tt tt n
Jewels 71 tt tt tt
Camps and camping
out 79 tt tt tt
Churches 155 tt tt tt
Popularity 181 tt tt tt
Reading 67 47 tt 68.12
Personal experi-
ences 20 46 it 66.67
Seasons 54 tt tt tt
Life saving 61 tt tt tt
Kittens 121 tt n tt
Books 143 tt tt tt
Horse races 172 tt tt tt
Liberty 182 tt tt n
Teachers 200 tt tt tt
Voyages 87 45 tt 65.22
Boats 90 tt tt tt
Careers and
work
life
91 n it tt
Flying 109 n tt tt
Playground ac-
tivities 126 tt tt tt
Parades 160 tt tt it
Fairs 180 tt tt tt
Hobbies 193 tt tt tt
Religion 29 44 it 63.77
Photography 31 tt tt tt
Living with others94 n tt tt
Souvenirs 114 tt tt tt
Country life 128 tt tt tt
Farming 187 tt it n
Wishes 112 43 it 62.' 33
Basketball 131 tt tt tt
Miracles 19 42 ti 60.87
School marks 41 tt tt tt
Dreams 48 n t! tt
Nature 95 tt tt tt
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Coins 57 41 69 59.42
Tricks and stunts 65 n It tt
Collecting things 89 n ft If
Sewing and dress
making 162 40 n 57.97
Libraries 40 39 tt 56.52
Islands 50 ii tt It
Lighthouses 72 !? Tt tt
News 84 it tt tt
Baseball 116 n tt tt
Parks 8 38 ft 55.07
Gold 117 tt tt it
Yachts and yacht-
ing 186 tt n tt
Youth* s problems 12 37
it 53.62
Canoes 69 n tt tt
Oceans 107 tt tt tt
Famous men 24 36 it 52.17
Buried treasure 55 tt n tt
Fiction 192 n tt tt
Romance 9 35 tt 50.72
Jeeps 93 tt tt Tt
City life 140 tt tt tt
Weather 141 n tt n
Ideals 28 34 tt 49.28
Magic 106 it tt tt
Painting 137 tt tt tt
Transportation 22 33 n 47.83
Literature 83 n tt tt
School subjects 10 32 tt 46.38
Study habits 34 tt tt tt
Cowboys 37 n tl n
Scientific wonders64 tt tt it
Scenic wonders 75 tt n tt
Airplanes 25 31 tt 44.93
Eodel making 80 30 tt 43.48
Presidents 108 u n tt
Art 146 tt tt tt
Leadership 158 tt tt n
Automobiles 1 29 tt 42.03
Museums 159 tt tt n
Diaries 3 28 tt 40.58
Forests 16 n tt tt
Ranches and ranch
life 21 27 n 39.13
Current events 177 tt tt tt
Village life 111 n tt tt
Sketching 110 26 tt 37.68
Scouts and scout-
ing 127 tt tt tt
Elevators 70 25 tt 36.23
Vehicles 98 tt tt tt
Fish 167 tt tt tt
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Stamps 176 25 69 36.23
Jungles 82 24 tt 34.78
Plains 85 tl tt n
Atomic energy 58 23 tt 33.33
Boxing 78 ti n tt
Expeditions 110 n tt tt
Electricity 142 tt n tt
Parachutes 149 n tt n
Weaving 175 tt it n
Pilots 161 22 tt 31.88
Brass bands 165 « n tt
Natural resources 62 21 n 30.43
Elephants 81 tt tt tt
Frontier life 104 tt tt tt
Secret Service 151 tt tt tt
Railroads 196 tt n n
Fires 4 20 tt 28.98
Ancestry 36 tt tt it
Anecdotes 47 tt tt tt
Locomotives 51 tt tt tt
Science 97 tt n tt
History 199 tt it n
Climate 2 19 n 27.54
Army 13 tt tt tt
Ducks 59 tt » tt
Crimes 132 tt n tt
Woodworking 153 n tt tt
Monkeys 7 18 n 26.09
Dishes 38 tt tt tt
Winds 88 tt tt tt
Excursions 103 tt tt tt
Kites 105 it tt tt
Golf 113 it tt tt
Government 115 tt tt »
Indians 17 17 tt 24.64
Superstitions 18 tt tt tt
Natural history 52 n tt n
Fights 133 tt tt tt
Scientific advance-
ment 138 n tt n
Manufactoring 170 tt tt tt
Signals 174 tt tt tt
Heredity 190 tt tt tt
Folk lore 6 16 tt 23.19
Carving 102 tt tt n
Knights 124 n tt n
Pioneering 144 tt tt tt
Industry 39 15 tt 21.74
Eskimos 92 tt tt tt
Wood 164 tt tt tt
Dolls 15 14 it 20.29
Factories 156 tt tt n
Proverbs 130 13 tt 18.84
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Guns 147 13 69 18.84
Submarines 45 12 it 17.39
Cows 49 11 tt tt
Pirates 74 11 ti 15.95
Volcanoes 76 ti tt n
Coal 26 10 tt 14.49
Civics 152 it tt tt
Dinosaurs 178 ti tt tt
Politics 53 9 tt 13.04
Tools and mech-
ardcs 120 n tt IT
Magnets 123 tt tt IT
Ships and ship-
yards 163 TI tt IT
Strikes 198 tt n IT
Traps and trapp-
ing 33 8 tt 11.60
Iron and steel 60 n tt tt
Cheating 118 tt tt tt
Carelessness 166 tt tt tt
Tanks 173 it tt tt
Stone age 23 7 tt 10.14
Knives 135 tt tt tt
Pursuit planes 171 tt it tt
War 129 5 tt 7.Z
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Table III
Table III shows the critical ratio-/ as found between the difference
of percentages when one assignment was considered in relation to another.
The results were as follows:
Assign-
ment
% of
choice
CO
•
tel
• Diff. of
%*
S. E.
Diff.
C. R,
Letter 48.21 .0405 8.94 5.66 1.58
Report 39.27 .0395 6.06 5.48 1.11
Original
Composition 33.21 .0380 2.98 5.34 .56
Article 31.23 .0375 4.28 5.17 .83
Explanation 25.95 .0355 2.02 4.99 .41
Outline 23.93 .0350
* Difference is between the assignment above and the one below. such as
1. Letter and Report
2. Report and Original Composition
3. Original Composition and Article
4. Article and Exp 1©.nation
5. Explanation and Outline
l/ Odell, C. A., An Introduction to Educational Statistics, Hew York:
Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1943.
"The reliability or significance of Differences is frequently im-
portant, particularly in educational experimentation. ........ The name
critics.1 ratio has been given to the result secured by dividing a dif
ference between means by its probable error. Sometimes also
CR
-- difference
— diff
end sometimes it is employed to refer to differences between other
measures then means, (pp 2424244)
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Table II IA
Table IIIA shows the critical ratio as found between the s-ssignment of
the highest precentage of preference and the assignment of the lowest per-
centage of preference. The results were as follows:
Assign-
ment
% of
choice
S. E. Diff. of
%
S. E.
Diff.
C. R.
Letter 48.21 .0405 24.21 5.14 4.53
Outline 23.93 .0350
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Table TV
Table TV shows the critical ratio as found between the preferences of
boys and girls. Each assignment for the girls is checked as to difference
of percentage with the similar assignment of the boys. The results were
as follows:
Assign-
ment
Girls*
% of
choice
S. E.
Boys
% of
choice
S. E.
Diff.
in
of
7°
S.E.
Diff.
C. R.
Letter 57.97 .0600 40.27 .0530 17.70 8.00 2.21
Report 37.14 .0590 40.98 .0530 3.84 7.93 .48
Original
Composition
34.95 .0580 33.00 .0510 1.93 7.72 • 25
Article 32.79 .0570 28.19 .0490 4.00 7.52 .61
Explanation 28.45 .0540 23.84 .0465 4.61 7.13 .65
Outline 23.91 .0520 23.95 .0465 .04 6.97 .006
* Number of girls was 69; number of boys was 86.
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Chart I
Chart I shows the percentage of choice as indicated by both boys and
girls for the assignments on Section A (popularity). Part II, of the survey.
The results were as follows.
Assign-
ment
Boys - fo of
choice
Girls - % of
choice
Letter 38.37 66.66
Report 27.91 42.03
Original Comp. 34.88 37.68
Article 23.26 39.13
Explanation 19.77 24.64
Outline 13.95 23.19
Chart H
Chart II shows the percentage of choice as indicated by both boys and
girls for the assignments on
The results were as follows:
Section B (hobbies). Part II, of the
Assign-
ment
Boys - % of
choice
Girls - '% ot~
choice
Letter 41.86 63.67
Report 44.19 42.03
Original Comp. 32.56 30.43
Article 27.91 30.43
Explanation 22.09 26.08
Outline 30.23 30.43
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Chart III
Chart III shows the percentage of choice as indicated by both boys and
girls for the assignments on Section C (careers and life work). Part II, of
the survey. The results were as follows:
Assign- Boys - % of Girls - % of
ment choice choice
Letter 43.02 65.22
Report 38.37 27.54
Original Camp. 31.39 30.43
Article 24.42 31.88
Explanation 26.58 30.43
Outline 24.42 23.19
Chart IV
Chart IV shows the percentage of choice as indicated by both boys and
girls for the assignments on Section D (camps and camping out). Part II, of
the survey. The results were as follows:
Assign- otws*CP Girls - % of
ment choice choice
Letter 43.02 53.62
Report 44.19 43.48
Original Comp. 31.39 40.58
Article 34.88 37.68
Explanation 23.26 27.54
Outline 25.58 27.54
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Chart V
Chart V shows the percentage of choice as indicated by both boys and
girls for the assignments on
The results were as follows:
Section E (science)
,
Part II, of the
Assign- Boys - % of Girls - X of
ment choice choice
Letter 33.72 46.38
Report 40.70 31.88
Original Comp. 27.91 27.54
Article 23.26 20.29
Explanation 17.44 21.74
Outline 20.93 20.29
Chart VI
Chart VI shows the percentage of choice as indicated by both boys and
girls for the assignments on Section F (pets). Part II, of the survey
results were as follows:
Assign- Boys - % of Girls - '% of
ment choice choice
Letter 34.88 59.42
Report 51.16 46.38
Original Comp. 34.88 37.68
Article 25.58 33.33
Explanation 27.91 40.58
Outline 19.77 26.08
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Chart YII
Chart VII shows the percentage of choice as indicated by both boys and
girls for the assignments on Section G (sports and games). Part II, of the
survey. The results were as follows:
Assign- Boys - % of Girls - fo of
ment choice choice
Letter 48.84 57.97
Report 47.67 39.13
Original Comp, 43.02 33.33
Article 39.53 33.33
Explanation 31.39 30.43
Outline 30.23 24.64
Chart VI
H
Chart VIII shows the percentage of choice as indicated by both boys
girls for the assignments on Section H (travel)
,
Part II, of the survey.
The results were as follows
Assign- Boys - Yo of ' Girls - % of
ment choice choice
Letter 38.37 52.17
Report 33.72 24.64
Original Comp, 27.91 42.03
Article 26.74 36.23
Explanation 23.26 26.08
Outline 26.74 15.94
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Chart IX*
Chart IX shows the percentage of hoys or girls who indicated a prefer-
ence for the friendly, social, or business letter. All sections of Part II
of the survey were consolidated. The results were as follows:
Kind of
letter
Boys - fo of
choice
Girls - % of
choice
Friendly 68.9 82.3
Social 16.3 9.6
Business 14.8 8.1
Chart X*
Chart X shows the percentage of boys or girls who indicated a prefer-
ence for the book, magazine or article, or mommittee report. All sections
of Part II of the survey were consolidated. The results were as follows:
Kind of Boys - '% of Girls - % of
report choice choice
Book 49.5 59.7
Magazine or article 37.3 27.6
Committee 13.2 12.7
* Percentages were based upon the total number of boys or girls indicating
a choice of assignment and the type of that assignment preferred.
• •
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Chart XI*
Chart XI shows the percentage of hoys or girls who indicated a prefer-
ence for a kind of original composition - story, poem, or play. All sec-
tions of Part II of the survey were consolidated. The results were as fol-
lows:
Kind of original Boys - '% of Girls - % of
composition choice choice
Story 65.6 70.4
Poem 18.9 17.7
Play 15.5 11.9
* Percentages were based upon the total number of boys or girls indicating
a choice of assignment and the type of that assignment preferred.
-.
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CHAPTER IV
SUMMARY OF RESULTS

CHAPTER IV
Summary of Results
The results of the survey may be summarized as follows:
1* The boys’ percentages for the 200 items on Bart I of the survey
ranged from 5.81 per cent to 88.57 per cent. In the range of percentages
from 70.93 per cent to 88.37 per cent, the boys chose 25 different items,
with sports and out-of-door activities; travel and adventure; radio and
movies; flying and airplanes; honor and fair play; and health, as the areas
of greatest preference. In the range of percentages from 5.81 per cent to
30.23 per cent, there were 28 different items chosen by the boys, with po-
litical happenings and events; folk lore; war; crimes; and literature as
the areas of least preference. Between the percentages of 30.23 per cent
to 70.93 per cent, there were 147 different items.
2. The girls* percentages for the 200 items on Part I of the survey
ranged from 7.25 per cent to 88.41 per cent. In the range of percentages
from 71.01 per cent to 88.41 per cent, the girls chose 40 different items,
with success and pleasures; friends and friendship; radio programs and
radio personalities; movies and movie sta.rs; sports and out-of-door activ-
ities; travel and adventure; dances and dancing; cooking; honor and fair
play; self-improvement; and manners, as the areas of greatest preference.
In the range of percentages from 7.25 per cent to 31.88 per cent, the girls
ehose 63 different items, with war and implements of war; mechanics and
industry; politics and political happenings; science and scientific advance-
ment; frontier life; and history, as the areas of least preference. Be-
tween the percentages of 31.88 per cent to 71.01 per cent there were 97 dif-
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ferent itens selected.
3. As a whole, the assignments in Part II of the survey were preferred
in the following order: letter, report, original corapos it ion, article, ex-
planation and outline. There was no statistical significance sham when
each assignment was considered against the next lower assignment, '.'.hen the
most preferred assignment, the letter, was considered against the least pre-
ferred assignment, the outline, a significant difference was shown.
4. The boys' preferences for assignments were in the follaving order:
report, letter, original composition, article, outline and explanation. Be-
tween the letter and the report, the most preferred assignments, there was
only a slight difference in percentage, with a difference of 17,05 per cent
between the most preferred assignment, the report, and the least preferred
assignment, the explanation.
5. The girls’ preferences for assignments were in the follaving order:
letter, report, original composition, article, explanation and outline.
There was a difference in percentage of 20.63 per cent between the
most preferred assignment, the letter, and the next preferred assignment,
the report. Between the most preferred assignment, the letter, and the
least preferred assignment, the outline, there was a percentage difference
of 34.00 per cent, which may be considered as of educational importance.
6. 7,hen the girls’ preferences were considered against the same as-
signments for the boys, differences between the paired assignments were
not significant.
7. There was no area, in any of the sections of Part II of the survey,
which seemed to influence the preferences for assignments of either the boys
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or the girls, other than that as indicated by the average percentages over
the whole of Part II, It was noticed, however, that in the areas of popu-
larity, hobbies, careers and life work, and pets (Sections A, B, C, and F),
the girls showed a slightly higher percentage for the letter than in the
other sections of this part of the survey,
8. For both boys and girls, the friendly letter was preferred over the
social letter and business letter. There was a difference, for the boys of
52,6 per cent between the friendly letter and the social letter; a difference
of 54.1 per cent between the friendly letter and the business letter, with
the differences in preference between the business and social letter very
slight. For the girls, there was a difference of 72.7 per cent between the
friendly letter and the social letter; a difference of 74.2 per cent between
the friendly letter and the business letter, with only a slight difference
between the preference for the social or business letter. The differences
in both cases, for the boys or girls, was considerable and nay be considered
important.
9. For the boys and girls, the book report was preferred over the maga-
zine or article report, and committee report. For the boys, there was a dif-
ference of 12.2 per cent between the book and the magazine or article report;
a difference of 36.3 per cent between the book and committee report, with a
difference of 24,1 per cent between the magazine or article report and the
committee report. There was a difference, for the girls of 32,1 per cent
between the book report and the magazine or article report; a difference of
47.0 per cent between the book report and committee report, with a differ-
ence of 14.9 per cent between the magazine or article report and the commit-
tee report. The differences as shown between the book report and magazine
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or article report were not great, while the differences between the book re-
port and the committee report, for both boys and girls, may be considered of
some importance.
10. For the boys and girls, the story was preferred over the poem and
play. There was a difference, for the boys of 46.7 per cent between the
story and the poem; a difference of 50.1 per cent between the story and the
play, with the difference between the poem and play very slight. For the
girls, there was a difference of 52.7 per cent between the story and the
poem; a difference of 53.5 per cent between the story and the play, with the
difference between the poem and play small. There was a marked difference
between the preferences of both boys and girls for the story over both the
poem and the play.
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CHAPTER V
Educational Implications
A few of the educational implications of this study are listed as fol-
lows :
1. Teachers of English should analyze in a similar manner as done in
this study, the interests of each individual in the classroom for the pur-
pose of assigning topics that are interesting to the majority of the pupils,
in order that desirable attitudes may be built in the area of written compo-
sition.
2. Generally speaking, there should be a differentiation between
topical assignments for boys and girls, as there are noticeable sex differ-
ences in preferences as to items boys and girls like to write about,
3. Teachers should become increasingly aware of topics of interests
in regard to the composition of sentences to be used in the teaching of the
mechanics of English, and for dictation exercises.
4. The teacher should take advantage of the most preferred assign-
ments of a class and build composition from that point, rather than to make
assignments which the majority of the class dislikes. In the building of
desirable attitudes toward written composition, the friendly letter, the
book report, and the story form of original composition should be first as-
signed and taught, before attempting the less desirable types of letter, re-
port, and original composition.
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APPENDIX

COMPOSITION INTEREST
SURVEY
Glenn W # Vlilcox
Name Grade Date
Score-Part I ( ) Part II ( ) part III ( )
Part I Extent and Variation of Interests
Directions i A number of items are given for which you are to indicate
your like, dislike or indifference. Your answers will indicate which
of these items you would like to write about if given a choice. Circle
the L, if you would especially like to write about the itemj the D, if
you would dislike to write about the item; and circle the I, if you do
not know whether or not you would like or dislike to write about the
item.
Example $
ft) D I 1* Trees
'T D g) 2- Flags
L (15) I 3. Games
'
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I, Extent and variety of interests
L D I 1* automobiles L D I 51. locomotives
L D I 2. climate L D I 52. natural history
L D I 3. diaries L D I 53. politics
L D I 4. fires L D I 54. seasons
L D I 5. honor and fair play L D I 55. buried treasure
L D I 6. folk lore L D I 56. success
L D I 7. monkeys L D I 57. coins
L D I 8. parks L D I 58. atomic energy
L D I 9. romance L D I 59. ducks
L D I 10. school subjects L D I 60. iron and steel
L D I 11. sports L D I 61. life saving
L D I 12. youth's problems L D I 62. natural resources
L D I 13. army L D I 63. pleasures
L D I 14. ' circus L D I 64. scientific wonders
L D I 15. dolls L D I 65. tricks and stunts
L D I 16. forests L D I 6 6, surprises
L D I 17. Indians L D I 67. reading
L D I 18. superstitions L D I 68. body and its care
L D I 19. mi racles L D I 69. canoes
L D I 20. personal experiences I D I 70. elevators
L D I 21. ranches and ranch life L D I 71. j ewe 1
s
L D I 22. transportation L D I 72. light houses
L D I 23. stone age L D I 73. neighbors
L D I 24. famous men L D I 74. pirates
L D I 25. airplanes L D I 75. scenic wonders
L D I 26. coal T- D I 76, volcanoes
L D I 27. drama L D I 77. swimming
L D I 28. ideals L D I 78. boxing
L D I 29. religion L D I 79. camps and camping out
L D I 30. manners L D I 80. model making
L D I 31. photography L D I 81. elephants
L D I 32. radio personalities L D I 82. jungles
L D I 33. traps and trapping L D I 83. literature
L D I 34. study habits L D I 84. news
L D I 35. adventure L D I 85. plains
L D I 36. ancestry L D I 86. self-improvement
L D I 37. cowboys L D I 87. voyages
L D I 38. dishes L D I 88. winds
L D I 39. industry L D I 89. collecting things
L D I 40. libraries L D I 90. boats
L D I 41. school marks L D I 91. careers and life work
L D I 42. picnics L D I 92. eskimos
L D I 43. recreation L D I 93. jeeps
L D I 44. travel L D I 94. living with others
L D I 45. submarines L D I 95. nature
L D I 46. friends L D I 96. people
L D I 47. anecdotes L D I 97. science
L D I 48. dreams L D I 98. vehicles
L D I 49. cows L D I 99. winter sports
L D I 50. islahds L D I 100. cooking
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L D I 101. birthdays L D I 151. secret service
L D I 102. carving L D I 152. civics
L D I 103. excurs ions L D I 153. wood working
L D I 104, frontier life L D I 154. dance bands
L D I 105, kites L D I 155. churches
L D I 106. magic L D I 156. factories
L D I 107. oceans L D I 157. health
L D I 108, presidents L D I 158. leadership
L D I 109. flying L D I 159. museums
L D I 110. sketching L D I 160. parades
L D I 111. village life L D I 161. pilots (plane) making
L D I 112. wishes L D I 162. sewing and dress
L D I 113. golf L D I 163. ships and shipyards
L D I 114. souve nirs L D I 164. wood (uses and kinds)
L D I 115. governme nt L D I 165. brass bands
L D I 116. baseball L D I 166. carelessness
L D •I 117. gold L D I . 167. fish
L D I 118. cheating L D I 168, movie stars
L D I 119. expeditions L D I 169. personality
L D I 120. tools and mechanics L D I 170. manufa cturi ng
L D I 121. kittens L D I 171. pursuit planes
L D I 122. growing up L D I 172. horse races
L D I 123. ma gne t s L D I 173. tanks
L D I 124. knights L D I 174. signals
L D I 125. out-of-doors L D I 175. weaving
L D I 126. playground activities L D I 176. stamps
L D I 127. scouts and scouting L D I 177. current events
L D I 128. country life L D I 178. dinosaurs
L D I 129. war L D I 179. dances and dancing
L D I 130. proverbs L D I 180. fairs
L D I 131. basketball L D I 181, popularity
L D I 132. crimes L D I 182. liberty
L D I 133. fights L D* I 183. music
L D I 134. friendship L D I 184. radio
L D I 135. knives L D I 185. myste ry
L D I 136. mail L D I 186. yachts and yachting
L D I 137. painting L D I 187. discoveries
L D I 138, scientific advancement L D I 188. clothes
L D I 139. skiing L D I 189. farming
L D I 140. city life L D I 190. he redity
L D I 141. weather L D I 191. dogs
L D I 142. e lectri city L D I 192. fiction
L D I 143. books L D I 193. hobbies
L D I 144. pioneering L D I 194, money
L D I 145. food L D I 195. radio programs
L D I 146. art L D I 196. rail roads
L D I 147. guns L D I 197. meals
L D I 148. movies L D I 198. strikes
L D I 149. pa ra chutes L D I 199. history
L D I 150. places seen or heard
about
L D I 200*. teachers
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Part II Interest in Written Assignments
Directions: A number of assignments are given in written composition
for which you are to indicate your preference. If you would especially
like to do the assignment, circle the L; if you would dislike to do the
assignment, circle the D; and if you do not know whether you would like
to do the assignment or not, circle the I.
Cover the topics at the right of each page before you begin work,
with the sheet of paper with which you have been provided. Be sure that
you can see all of the assignments given on the left. Now circle the
L, D, and I, as indicated, noting the main topio at the top of each sec-
tion, suoh as in Section A, (POPULARITY). Say to yourself, ’’Would I
like to write a letter to someone about POPULARITY?" If so, circle the
Lj- if nol^ circle the
-
D j and if you don’t know whether you* would or not,
circle the I f Then go on to the next assignment under Section A which
is, write a short report. Circle your preference as above. Now go on
to tlie~bi;her assignments in Section A,
In eaoh of the eight sections, lettered A, B, C, D, E, F, G, and
H, there are six assignments. When you have finished each section such
as A, (POPULARITY), remove the sheet of paper covering the topics at’ the
right, and after those assignments where you have circled the L, remem-
ber only where you have circled the L, check that topic about which you
would like to write. If inhere are no topics which you especially like,
write in a topic of your^own and check that.
Example *
SCHOOL LIFE
(£)d I Write a letter ( ) to a friend telling him about your school
life •
(( ) to a college asking particulars about en-
trance requirements.
( ) to a famous lecturer asking him to speak
to your class about college^
Now go on to the next Section, "and do each one separately as in
the directions akove.
..
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Part I t Interest in Written Assignments
Section ’A
POPULARITY
L D I Write a letter
L D I Write a short
report
L D I Prepare an out-
line
L D I write an article
L D I Write a short
story, poem or
play
L D I Write an explain
ation
( ) to a friend about people whom you like*
( ) to a company asking them about books on
popularity.
( ) to a famous man asking him to speak be-
fore your club on popularity*
( ) -
( ) on the book, : How To Attain Popularity”
.
( ) on the magazine story, "Popularity of
a High School Student” e
( ) of a committee who have had a discussion
of popularity,
( ) : *
( ) on the story. "What Popularity Means in
Developing Leadership”*
( ) on an article which tells how one may be-
come popular*
(() for a speech in which you are to tell
what makes a person popular,
( ) •
( ) for the school newspaper on the advantage
of popularity.
( ) for the student handbook on activities to
avoid so as not to become unpopular.
( ) for the Social Living Class, telling what
types of people become popular.
( )
( ) The story of a high school student who
became popular.
( ) A poem about a popular person.
( ) A play in which the characters discuss
others who are popular and unpopular.
( ) .
( ) as to how one may attain popularity.
( ) as to what leadership is and how this may
be determined by popularity.
( ) as to how one may improve his popularity.
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HOBBIES
L D
L D
L D
L D
L D
L D
I
I
I
I
I
I
Prepare an out-
line '
Write a short
report
Write a letter
Write an explan-
ation
Write a short
story, poem, or
play
Write an article
( ) on the story, "How I became Interested
in my Hobby",,
( )- on an article which tells of the import-
ance of hobbies in selecting a life's job.
( ) for a speech which tells about a certain
hobby which you like.
( ) •
( ) on the book, "Hobbies and Their Uses".
( ) on the magazine story, "Unusual Hobbies".
( ) of a committeewho have had a discussion
of how hobbies helped win the war.
( ) .
( ) to a friend about a hobby which you have.
( ) to an organization asking about materials
for your hobby.
( ) to a famous nan asking him to speak to
your club about hobbies.
( )
( ) as to what you do when you are working
with your hobby.
( ) on how to pick a hobby,
( ) on how a hobby may earn money for you.
( ) .
( ) a story about a hobby which helped win
the war.
( ) a poem about any hobby which you like,
( ) 'a play in which boys or girls discuss
hobbies
.
( ) *
( ) for the school newspaper telling of the
advantages of having a hobby.
( ) for the school handbook telling about
the hobby club which the school has.
( ) for the club paper telling of the acti-
vities of your particular hobby.
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CAREERS OR LIFE WORK
L D I Write an explan-
ation
L D I Write a letter
L D I Write a short
report
L D I Prepare an outline
L D I Write an article
L D I Write a short
story, poem or play
45
Section C
( ) on how to do a certain job.
( ) as to the money which may be earned by
sunnier jobs.
( ) on the types of work which may be found
in your community,
( ) •
( ) to a friend telling him what life work
you would like to do,
( ) to a concern asking about opportunities
for getting a job.
( ) to the manager of a factory asking him to
speak to your class on careers.
( )
^
•
( ) on the book, "Interesting Jobs",
( ) on the magazine story, "Unusual Jobs".
( ) of a committee who have had a discussion
on types of jobs available to students.
( ) •
( ) on the story, "Have Pride in Your Work",
( ) on the article, "A Thousand Ways to Earn
Money During Summer Vacations",
( ) for a speech in which you tell about a
job •which you are going to prepare for,
( )
-
.
( ) for the school newspaper on the types of
jobs which may be had in your community.
( ) for the Industrial Arts of Practical Arts
Club on the jobs which have the greatest
opportunities
.
( ) for the Year Book on jobs which other mem-
bers of the school have.
( ) .
( ) a story of a bdy or girl who earned money
through an unusual job.
( ) a poem on the glory of work.
( ) a play- in which people discuss the types
of work.
( )
->
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Section D
CM PS AND CM PIN G OUT
L D I Write an article ( )
( )
( )
( )
L D I Prepare an outline ( )
( )
( )
C )
L D I Write a short ( )
report ( )
( )
( )
L D I Write an explana- ( )
tion ( )
( )
( )
L D I Write a letter ( )
( )
( )
( )
L D I Write a short ( )
story, poem or
Play ( )
( )
( )
for the school newspaper on the benefits
of camping out.
for the camp paper telling about the op-
portunities for oamping.
for the school handbook on the plaoes one
may go to oamp out,
on the equipment needed for camping out,
on an article which tells of the ex-
periences of one who has camped out,
for a speech in which you tell about
camps which one may attend.
on the book, "Camping in The Wilds",
on the magazine story, "Experiences at
Camp".
of a committee who have discussed the
hardships of camping out.
on how to prepare for a camping trip,
on how to cook out-of-doors, make a
fire and set up a tent,
on how to decide where to go for your
oamping trip.
to a friend about your experiences at
camp.
to an organization asking the price of
a weeks vacation at their camp,
to the leader of an outing group asking
him to give a talk to your Camping Club.
a story of a boy or girl who went to a
camp for the summer.
a play in which a boy or girl performed
a heroic deed while at camp,
a poem about the freedom of camping out.
*\
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SCIENCE
L D I Write a short
story, poem or
play
L D I Write an explana-
tion
L D I Write a letter
L D I Write a short
report
L D I Prepare an outline
L D I Write an article
Section E
( ) the story of a young inventor.
( ) a poem on the power of science.
( ) a play in which people discuss the
benefits of science. '
( )
( )
( )
( )
( )
( ) to a friend telling him about something
that you are doing in the Science Club.
( ) to a company asking for information about
scientific equipment.
( ) to a scientist asking him to speak to
your club.
( ) •
( ) on the book, "America’s First Great
Inventor”,
( ) on the story, ”A Young Mechanic Conquers
Nature”
.
( ) of a committee who have had a discussion
on the opportunities in science.
( ) •
( ) on a story about radio.
(0 on the article, "Early Inventors”.
( ) for a speech in which you are to tell
about some of the wonders in science.
( ) .
( ) for the school newspaper on opportunities
in science.
( ) for the school handbook on the benefits
of a scientific education.
( ) for the Science Club on a phase of
science in which you are interested.
C )
on how to make a radio.
of the equipment needed for a home
laboratory,
of the science in everyday life.
»
.'
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Section F
PETS
L D I Write a short ( )
report ( )
( )
( )
L D I Write a letter ( )
( )
( )
( )
L D I Write an explana- ( )
tion ( )
( )
( )
L D I Write a short ( )
story,poem or
Play ( )
( )
( )
L D I Write an article ( )
( )
( )
( )
L D I Prepare an out- ( )
line
( )
( )
( )
on the book, ’’The Pets of The G. I, M
on the magazine story about a pet which
saved a life.
of a committee who have had a discussion
on the need for protecting pets from
cruelty.
to an uncle telling him about a pet which
you would like to own.
to a pet store asking the prices of pets,
to an animal trainer asking him to speak
to the class on the care of animals.
on how to care for a pet.
on how to teach a pet tricks,
on the cost of keeping a pet.
the story of a pet that performed a
heroic deed.
a poem about the comradeship of a pet,
a play in which people discuss pets,
: _>
for the school newspaper on the kinds of
pets that perform the greatest service
to mankind.
for the school yearbook on types of pets
owned by class members,
for the Pet Club on the Society for the
Prevention of Cruelty to Animals.
on the article, ’'Animals that Make Good
Pets”
.
on the magazine story in which the benefits
of pets are given.
for a speech in which you are to tell the
types of pets which you would like to have.
'-
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Section G
SPORTS AND GAMES
L D I Write a letter ( )
( )
( )
( )
L D I Write a short ( )
report ( )
( )
( )
L D I Prepare an outline ( )
( )
( )
( )
L D I Write an article ( )
( )
( )
( )
L D I Write a short ( )
story, poem or
play ( )
( )
( )
L D I Write an explana- ( )
tion ( )
( )
( )
to an unc.le telling him about a sport in
which you are a. member of a team-,
to a sporting goods company ordering
equipment fox your 'beam,
to a coach of seme t“am asking him to
speak to your athletic association*
on the book, "Sports for The Millions",
on the magazine story,, 'The Freshman Full-
back' 1 ,
of a committee who have had a discussion
on the manner in which funds >nay be
raised for athletics,
on the story, "Games to be Played in all
Seasons"
.
on the article, "Cur National Pastime",
for a speech in which you tel*! of the
sports which should be in any school*
for the school newspaper on the benefits
of sports for' all,:
for the school handbook on the results of
the year of sports for either the boys
or girls team,
for the athletic association’s pamphlet
on the sports for the coming year.
the story of an athlete who made good in
a professional sport*
a poem about good sportsmanship,
a play in which the school prepares for
the big game of the year.
on how to play a certain game.
on how to play a certain position on a
team.
on the type of equipment needed for a
certain sport or game.
’.
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TRAVEL
L D I Write an article ( ) for the school newspaper on the educa-
tional benefits of travel,
( ) for the school year book on the travels
of previous classes.
( ) for the Travel Club on the best seasons
of the year to travel.
( ) •
L D I Write a short ( ) the story of the travels off a boy or
story. poem or
( )
girl.
play a poem about the romance and mystery of
travel.
a play in which the characters discuss
their travels.
( )
( )
\
•
L D I Write an explana- ( ) as to the best methods of travel.
1
tion ( ) as to the most interesting places to
travel
.
( ) as to the type of preparations one must
make before beginning to travel.
( ) •
L D I Write a letter ( ) to a friend about a trip you have taken.
( ) to a travel bureau asking for pamphlets
on other lands *
( ) to a famous traveler asking him to speak
to your class on his travels.
( ) •
L D I Write a short ( ) on the book, "Traveling in Strange Lands
report ( ) on a magazine article, "Travel in The
Orient".
( ) of a committee who have had a discussion
on interesting places to travel.
( ) •
L D I Prepare an outline ( ) on the story, "The Travels of a G. I.".
( ) on an article which tells of the methods
of travel one explorer was forced to use
( ) for a speech in which you are to tell
of the places to which you have been.
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